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EXCERPT

It doesn’t matter what the spe-
cific decision is. Unmade decisions 
hold power. They pull, they push, 
they interrupt where they aren’t 
wanted and poke us awake at night. 
Like toddlers at our feet right before 
dinner, they follow us around and 
refuse to leave us alone until we face 
them head-on and either pick them up 
or point them in the right direction. If 
only we knew what the right direction 
was. Maybe that’s where you find 
yourself now. You want to give this 
decision the attention it deserves and 
you’re willing to do the work. The only 
problem is, you don’t know what work 
is required and perhaps you don’t think 
you have the time to learn. 

When it comes to making decisions, 
chances are you’ve probably heard the 
advice this book is built upon before. 
The phrase isn’t new or even partic-
ularly creative. Personally, it’s advice 
I’ve taken, forgotten, and remembered 
again. But it’s held me up through young 
motherhood, grief, indecision, frustra-
tion, vocational boredom, and spiritual 
confusion. A version of this advice has 
been famously quoted by Mother Teresa, 
Reverend Martin Luther King Jr., Theo-
dore Roosevelt, and Anne Lamott. It’s a 
guideline for living in Alcoholics Anony-
mous, it’s become a common catchphrase 
for coaches and athletes, in boardrooms 
and corporate motivational speeches. So 
what exactly is that advice? 

Do the next right thing.
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Nothing gets our attention like an unmade decision: Should I accept the new position? 
Which schooling choice is best for my kids? How can I support my aging parents? When 

we have a decision to make and the answer isn’t clear, what we want more than anything 
is peace, clarity, and a nudge in the right direction. 

If you have trouble making decisions, because of either chronic hesitation you’ve always 
lived with or a more recent onset of decision fatigue, Emily P. Freeman offers a fresh way 
of practicing familiar but often forgotten advice: simply do the next right thing. With this 
simple, soulful practice, it is possible to clear the decision-making chaos, quiet the fear of 
choosing wrong, and find the courage to finally decide without regret or second-guessing.

Whether you’re in the midst of a major life transition or are weary of the low-grade 
anxiety that daily life can bring, Emily helps create space for your soul to breathe so you can 
live life with God at a gentle pace and discern your next right thing in love.

The Next Right Thing
Emily P. Freeman

 y Freeman’s The Next Right Thing 
weekly podcast received over 
1.2 million downloads in the 
first year and consistently 
ranks in the top 50 religion 
and spirituality podcasts on 
iTunes

 y Combined sales of Emily’s 
books are over 200,000

 y Offers a soulful decision- 
making framework for those 
who feel stuck, chronically 
hesitant, or struggle with  
decision fatigue

 y “I’ve made two big decisions 
this year. One yes. One no. 
Emily P. Freeman’s guidance 
helped me decide what to  
do with both opportunities.” 
—Annie F. Downs, bestselling 
author of Let’s All Be Brave
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 y Lincee is the creator of the popular I Hate Green Beans 
podcast and blog 

 y She regularly writes for Entertainment Weekly online 
and the Associated Press

 y Will appeal to readers of Melanie Shankle and Jen 
Hatmaker

 y “Lincee is the best friend you wish you had. Get ready 
to fall in love with her.”—Melanie Shankle, bestselling 
author and podcaster

Human beings love to be loved. And we love to fall in love. As children 
we pour our love into our pets and our friends. As teenagers we fall in 

love with musicians and actors and the boy whose locker is next to ours. 
As we mature, we long for romantic love that will last a lifetime. Sacrificial 
love, unexplainable love, familial love, desperate love. Love songs and love 
stories. Clearly we were created with the longing for love ingrained in our 
souls.

With lots of wit and a bit of wisdom drawn from a lifetime of falling 
in love, Lincee Ray invites you to an unabashed celebration of that loving 
feeling. As she reveals the loves of her life and encourages you to recall 
your own, you’ll discover alongside her that there is only one who can ever 
truly fulfill the deepest longings of our hearts. And he made us to be part of 
a divine love story.

It’s a Love Story
Lincee Ray
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at her popular website www 
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crazy. She lives in Texas. 
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 y 52 interactive lessons that help teach kids—even 
teens—spiritual truths in creative ways they’ll  
never forget

 y Tim Shoemaker is a popular workshop speaker at Iron 
Sharpens Iron Men’s Conference, Moody Pastor’s Con-
ference, homeschool conference, and Focus  
on the Family

 y Each devotional can be done by one parent or both 
parents working together

As parents hoping to raise godly children, we may understand the im-
portance of regular family devotions. However, we may find it difficult 

to get our kids (or even ourselves) fully engaged. But what if devotions 
looked less like sitting in the living room listening to someone read and try-
ing to pry answers out of reluctant kids and more like, say, electrocuting a 
pickle? Or converting a leaf blower into a toilet paper launcher? Or lighting 
toothpaste on fire?

These hands-on, kinda dangerous, totally unforgettable object lessons 
(along with nearly fifty others) are not only more fun than other family  
devotions—they actually deliver the spiritual impact you desire for your 
kids. They’ll even get dads and any too-cool-for-this-stuff teens jazzed 
about a weekly family devotional time.

So put away the flannelgraph, get out the safety goggles, and start 
bringing the truths of Scripture to vivid life in your household. Just  
remember to change out of your Sunday clothes first.

The Very Best, Hands-On, 
Kinda Dangerous Family 
Devotions
Tim Shoemaker

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Tim Shoemaker is the author 
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a popular workshop speaker 
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lives in Rolling Meadows, Illinois.
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several bestselling books.

Jesus’s Transformational Love in the 
Lives of New Testament Women

Time-Tested Strategies for the  
Art of Effective Persuasion

Full of entertaining stories and real-life illustrations, this classic book will 
give you the strategies you need to become proficient in the art of effective 

persuasion, including how to project warmth and integrity, increase productivity, 
overcome objections, and deal respectfully with challenging prospects. This 
new edition includes fresh opening and closing chapters as well as tips and 
examples throughout that illustrate the relevance of these truths in the market-
place today. Also includes a foreword written by Tom Ziglar.

Secrets of Closing the Sale, rev. ed.
Zig Ziglar with Kevin Harrington

Just like us, the women of New Testament times were ambitious, worried, 
broken, lonely, insecure, and unfulfilled. Discover the powerful stories of 

their encounters with the perfect, unconditional love of the Savior. Rather 
than trivializing their problems or ignoring women, Jesus responded to their 
deepest needs with compassion, reminding them of their value and trans-
forming their past, present, and future. Let this engaging book introduce you 
to the man who loves women like no other.

The Women Who Met Jesus
Dorothy Valcárcel
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career working with charitable 
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 y Dr. Leman is a New York Times bestselling author,  
psychologist, and relationship expert

 y Leman’s Revell books have sold more than 4.5 million 
copies

 y Writing in his warm and direct style, Leman shows  
readers how to value their talents and gifts and  
accept their shortcomings

Are you an expert at finding flaws within yourself? Do you tend to 
procrastinate, set unrealistic goals, or continually try to please others? 

Writing in his warm and direct style, Dr. Kevin Leman shows you how to 
value your talents and gifts and accept your shortcomings. He shows how 
the way we develop as a child determines our degree of success or failure 
as an adult and explains how, regardless of the past, each person can 
develop a healthy lifestyle today. Dr. Leman also shows you how to apply 
these same principles in raising children with healthy self-esteem. If you 
want to make a positive change in your life, this is the place to start.

When Your Best Isn’t  
Good Enough
Dr. Kevin Leman

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Kevin Leman is an inter-
nationally known psychologist, 
New York Times bestselling 
author, radio and television 
personality, educator, humorist, 
and speaker who has written 
more than 60 books, including 
The Birth Order Book, Making 
Children Mind without Losing 
Yours, and Have a New Kid by 
Friday. Dr. Leman and his wife, Sande, live in Tucson, 
Arizona. They have five children and four grandchildren. 
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For more than forty years, Marita Littauer and her 
mother, Florence Littauer, traversed the United 
States, Canada, and Australia, teaching the concepts 
found in Wired That Way. Their efforts popularized 
the life-changing concepts now known simply as The 
Personalities. They have more than 60 books on their 
combined bibliography. Florence’s most popular book, 
Personality Plus, has sold millions of copies and has 
been translated into more than 30 languages. The 
Wired That Way book has become the seminal work 
on The Personalities as it offers readers what they’d 
been asking for—various applications of the topic in 
one volume. Together, Marita and Florence founded 
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 y The Wired That Way Personality Profile has sold nearly 
600,000 copies

 y The self-assessment tool for the popular Wired That Way 
curriculum

 y Marita Littauer is continually active in promoting the 
profile through her classes

Do you want to better understand yourself, maximize your strengths, 
and improve your relationships? Understanding how we are wired can 

enrich our lives and our relationships, helping to overcome differences that 
can seem irreconcilable. Instead of terminating jobs, friendships, or mar-
riage on grounds of incompatibility, it is possible to turn these relationships 
from dying to growing. The Littauers’ self-explanatory, self-scoring Wired 
That Way Personality Profile is your tool to understand others and to be 
understood. This valuable knowledge is applicable from the nursery to the 
nursing home and the bedroom to the boardroom.

Wired That Way  
Personality Profile
Marita Littauer and Florence Littauer
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 y More than 30 million Americans have diabetes, and 1.5 
million more are diagnosed every year

 y Motivates readers to make the lifestyle changes neces-
sary to prevent and treat Type 2 diabetes and equips 
them to markedly reduce the serious health risks asso-
ciated with it

 y Dr. Furman cofounded World Medical Mission, the med-
ical arm of Samaritan’s Purse, and is a board member of 
Samaritan’s Purse

As of 2017, more than 30 million Americans have diabetes. Another 
84 million—more than 30% of the adult population—have elevated 

blood sugar levels that put them at risk for developing Type 2 diabetes. For 
most of us, it takes a medical emergency to get us to make vital changes 
to our eating, exercise habits, and weight control. At that point it is often 
too little, too late. The unfortunate reality is that 80% of diabetics will die 
of a heart attack. This book is the trigger for you to make lifestyle changes 
before any medical emergency ever occurs.

In Winning Your Blood Sugar Battle, Dr. Richard Furman shows you the 
three essential steps to take in order to defeat diabetes before it defeats 
you. He carefully explains the latest medical literature, offers proven 
guidelines on what to eat (and what not to eat), and outlines an effective 
exercise program for keeping the heart healthy.

Anyone who is diabetic, prediabetic, or overweight, as well as the 
loved one or caregiver who wants specific directions for supporting the 
diabetic in their life as they make vital lifestyle changes, will find this book 
a lifeline.

Winning Your Blood  
Sugar Battle
Richard Furman, MD, FACS

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Richard Furman, MD, FACS, 
spent more than thirty years 
as a vascular surgeon. The 
author of Prescription for Life, 
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Furman is past president of the 
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American College of Surgeons, 
past president of the North 
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the American College of Surgeons. He is cofounder of 
World Medical Mission, the medical arm of Samari-
tan’s Purse, and a member of the board of Samaritan’s 
Purse. He lives in Boone, North Carolina.
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 y “Dean delivers transformational wisdom on every 
page.”—Bob Shank, CEO of The Master’s Program  
and Priority Living; author of Life Mastery

 y The Shift Your Thinking brand has sold over 80,000 
copies so far

 y 99 “shift points” help readers think of their faith life  
in new and transformative ways

 y Each entry includes an easy-to-apply action step

In the busyness of life, it’s easy to get distracted and disconnected from 
the many promises God has made about who he is, the strength we find 

in him, and the abundance of spiritual tools, abilities, and assets we have 
at our disposal. These are not necessarily things we have to search out to 
acquire—they already exist within us. And Dean Del Sesto wants to help 
you access them every day.

With hard-hitting truths, memorable quotes, and powerful perspective 
shifts, Del Sesto helps you connect (or reconnect) at a deeper level to the 
power, potential, and purpose you already have so that you can live your 
life with greater freedom, resilience, and wisdom. Perfect for business 
professionals on the go, the busy student, the active parent, and anyone 
who needs a boost of spiritual strength at any time, this book promises to 
help you live your life from an internal resolve rather than in reaction to 
your external circumstances.

Shift Your Thinking for  
a Deeper Faith
Dean Del Sesto

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dean Del Sesto runs an 
award-winning branding and 
communications agency called 
Venthio (venthio.com) and is 
also a partner in Veracity Colab, 
a B2B and consumer-based  
video agency (veracitycolab.
com). A popular keynote speak-
er, he is the author of Shift Your 
Thinking, Shift Your Thinking 
for Success, and A Shift a Day for Your Best Year Yet. 
Dean lives in Southern California with his wife, Kittrena. 
Visit deandelsesto.com for more information.
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 y Author’s books on prayer have sold more than 150,000 
copies

 y Active on social media with a reach of over 100,000

 y Each chapter includes story-driven illustrations, practi-
cal applications, and a guided reflection activity

There’s prayer—and then there’s intercessory prayer. What’s the differ-
ence? How do we know when intercessory prayer is called for? And 

even if we feel the call to pray boldly for ourselves or others, how do we 
do it? What do we say? And what response should we expect from God?

In this practical and encouraging book, Linda Evans Shepherd explains 
what intercessory prayer is, how to pray as an intercessor, and how to 
experience victory. With chapters devoted to praying for family, others, 
provision, health, breakthroughs, salvation of loved ones, church, commu-
nity, country, and more, you’ll quickly find the specific help you need to pray 
for the needs close to your heart. You’ll also learn how to develop your 
own intercessory prayer battle strategy and to celebrate each victory with 
thanksgiving.

If you’re someone with a deeply felt need to pray for others, to bring 
your burdens and troubles to God, and to see God’s clear answers to your 
prayers, this book is for you.

When You Need to  
Move a Mountain
Linda Evans Shepherd

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Linda Evans Shepherd is an 
award-winning author, a suc-
cessful speaker, and a media 
personality. The president of 
Right to the Heart Ministries, 
she is the author of many 
books, including When You 
Don’t Know What to Pray and 
Praying God’s Promises. She 
lives in Colorado. 
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 y Silverthorne is the author and illustrator of more than 
30 books, including the bestselling One Minute Mysteries 
series (240,000+ sold)

 y Second volume of good, clean humor in the form of 
one-liners, knock-knock jokes, and dozens of clever 
cartoons

 y Mass market format is perfect for little hands and priced 
for easy gift giving

Did you hear about the guy who stole a trunk full of rubber bands?
He was put away for a long stretch!

Last night I slept in a ten-foot bed.
That’s a lot of bunk!

Knock knock.
Who’s there?
Dots?
Dots who?
Dots for me to know and you to find out!

Full of wacky illustrations, hilarious jokes, and crazy tongue twisters— 
“Imagine an imaginary menagerie manager!”—More Crack Yourself Up 
Jokes for Kids promises hours of good clean fun and all-out belly laughs for 
kids ages 6–8. Perfect for lazy Sunday afternoons, long car or plane rides, 
and any time you need a laugh!

More Crack Yourself Up 
Jokes for Kids
Sandy Silverthorne

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sandy Silverthorne is an 
award-winning author/illus-
trator with more than half a 
million copies in print. His 
award-winning Great BIBle 
adventure children’s series 
has been distributed in eight 
languages worldwide. Sandy 
has worked as a cartoonist, 
author, illustrator, actor, pastor, 
speaker, and comedian. Apparently it’s hard for him 
to focus. 
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 y A women’s ministry leader and mother helps women 
become their daughter’s best ally in overcoming inse-
curity about her body

 y Features advice from experts including a counselor, 
pediatrician, and nutritionist

 y Each chapter includes a prayer, a Mother-Daughter 
Challenge, and discussion question ideas

Every mother wants her daughter to love the skin she’s in, to be free of 
insecurity and poor body image. But no matter how much we try to tell 

our daughters that they are beautiful and lovable as they are, words are 
not enough. And if we’re honest, we don’t always set the best example 
of being body confident. Until we truly see ourselves as good enough, our 
girls will struggle.

With deep compassion, Maria Furlough delves into the root causes of 
our insecurity, offers biblical guidance for seeing ourselves as God sees us, 
and shows how to model our newfound confidence to our impressionable 
daughters. Speaking as a daughter, a youth leader, and a mother, Furlough 
shares her own struggles and triumphs, as well as expert advice from a 
pediatrician, a nutritionist, a Christian counselor, and more.

What we say to our daughters might last a moment. What we show our 
daughters lasts a lifetime. With God’s help, we can put aside our obsession 
with bodily perfection and refocus on becoming and raising godly women.

Confident Moms,  
Confident Daughters
Maria Furlough

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Maria Furlough is a wife 
and a mother to one amazing 
11-year-old daughter, three 
rambunctious boys, and one 
baby boy who lives in the arms 
of Jesus. She teaches women’s 
Bible studies at Lake Forest 
Church in Huntersville, North 
Carolina, and is a former full-
time youth pastor. The author 
of Breaking the Fear Cycle, Maria currently blogs at 
www.mariafurlough.com. 
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 y Shares personal and biblical examples along with prac-
tical steps to move from merely surviving life’s tough 
seasons to thriving in them

 y Author is a CityChurch Charlotte Bible teacher and 
women’s ministry speaker and a regular contributor to 
Christian Today

 y Foreword by Myquillyn Smith (The Nester)

No one gets to skip the tough stuff and when life threatens to drown 
us we’re left gasping for air, merely surviving a life we never ordered. 

Niki Hardy has been there, screaming, “God, is this it? Where’s the abun-
dant life you promised? Are you even listening?”

Life might not be fair, but through loss, grief, and cancer, Niki discovered 
life doesn’t have to be pain-free to be full. With sensitivity and without 
Christianese or stock answers she invites women to replace the lies they 
believe about themselves and God with sound biblical teaching and his 
unwavering promises. Through 7 practical steps, with hands-on questions, 
actions, and prayers, she equips readers to grasp the full life Jesus came 
to give them, right where they are.

No matter how broken a life might seem, the abundant life Jesus prom-
ised is available—now and always. Let Niki show you the way.

Breathe Again
Niki Hardy

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Niki Hardy is a speaker 
and writer whose work has 
appeared in Christian Today 
and Living By Design Ministries 
and on Premier Radio. After 
leaving corporate life in London 
she trained as a teacher at 
Kings College, London, before 
studying theology at Wycliffe, 
Oxford. She and her husband 
moved their family to the United States to plant 
CityChurch Charlotte, North Carolina, where they now 
live with their three kids and two doodles. You can 
find Niki at www.nikihardy.com.
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 y Author blogs regularly at (in)courage and is the wife of 
a US Air Force veteran

 y Helps women struggling with the “fear of missing out” 
discover that belonging isn’t a matter of circumstance, 
but something God generously offers

 y Provides practical tools and relatable stories from other 
women to help readers find their place and their people

At one time or another, shifting seasons in family, friendships, em-
ployment, and communities will bring each of us face-to-face with 

the feeling of being on the outside looking in. Because we are made for 
connection, this will often lead us down one of two roads. Either we will 
hop on the popular but crowded highway that asks us to do whatever it 
takes to get noticed, or we’ll stand still, paralyzed by the fear that we’re 
not important, loveable, or worth other people’s time and attention.

But what if there is another way? With an understanding voice that will 
speak into your own circumstances, Kristen Strong walks beside you along 
the less traveled but more satisfying third way—the back road way—to 
belonging: remaining in Christ and relaxing into the unique role God has for 
you. Along the way, you will learn simple, doable actions that not only will 
help you feel and know that you belong but will welcome others in as well.

Back Roads to Belonging
Kristen Strong

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kristen Strong is the author 
of Girl Meets Change and blogs 
at Chasing Blue Skies (chasing 
blueskies.net) and DaySpring’s 
(in)courage. She writes as a 
friend offering you meaningful 
encouragement for every 
season of your life. She and her 
US Air Force veteran husband, 
David, have three children. 
Together this military family zigzagged across the 
country (and one ocean) several times. They live in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado. 
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 y Smart, fresh writing that appeals to readers of  
Myquillyn Smith and Ruth Chou Simons

 y Experienced interior designer and Bible teacher  
blends design principles with Scripture to help frustrated 
women embrace God’s design for their lives

 y Contains “Muse Minutes” application questions,  
testimonies from women living redesigned lives, and 
practical design tips for the reader’s home and heart

The very existence of HGTV, the DIY movement, and Pinterest proves 
we love great design. We adore plans and perfectly staged rooms. But 

what happens when we discover we are living a life we did not design? 
When our dreams lie in tatters or when we experience loss of any kind? 
What happens when life feels like one big Pinterest fail? Where is God in 
the midst of what doesn’t make sense? Does he care?

Drawing from time-honored design principles such as movement, con-
trast, and pattern, former interior designer and Bible teacher Tracy Steel 
offers frustrated and discontented women the assurance that God is their 
ever-present, caring Designer. With a mix of wit and wisdom, Tracy proves 
through biblical examples and personal testimony that God remains true 
to his plans and purposes, accomplishing them in and through us in every 
season of life. She helps us recognize God’s design principles, enabling us 
to embrace our sometimes messy lives, especially when they’re ones we 
never would have designed for ourselves.

A Redesigned Life
Tracy Steel

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Tracy Steel graduated from Kansas State University with a BS in interior 
design in 1998. As a project designer, Tracy created and coordinated the 
design and space planning of commercial spaces for clients such as Bank 
One, Wells Fargo, Express Scripts, DHS, and Lockheed Martin. Moving 
from one type of interior design to another, Tracy then worked in full-time 
youth ministry, serving as the director of female students at Scottsdale 
Bible Church. God’s true design for Tracy now involves improving the 
interior space of the hearts and minds of women around her. Currently 
stationed in Washington, DC, this military wife and mother of two is 
now in seminary pursuing her master’s degree in biblical and theological 
studies. Tracy enjoys linking up with other bloggers, leading Bible studies at her local church, 
and speaking at various moms’ groups and women’s ministries events nationwide. She is also 
the author of Images of His Beauty, a 10-week Bible study for young women that focuses on 
identity, overcoming and healing through Christ, and bearing the image of Christ. To learn more, 
visit tracymsteel.com.
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 y Author runs the blog Morganize with Me and a personal 
organization and time management business

 y Contributes regularly to the blog Organizing Junkie with 
close to 200,000 unique visitors a month

 y Offers a simple plan to help women create a person-
alized system of time management to conquer clutter 
and take back their time

We all get 24 hours in a day—but it never seems like quite enough 
time, does it? Morgan Tyree wants to help you take back your time 

with her proven time management system. With energy and enthusiasm, 
Morgan shows you how to organize and manage your time using her sim-
ple three-color time zone system of green, yellow, and red—moxie time, 
multitasking time, and me time. She shows you how to 

•	 identify your most productive times each day
•	 regulate between essentials and nonessentials
•	 schedule your three time zones
•	 match your time zones with your capacities
•	 welcome the season of life you’re in
•	 set achievable goals that align with your values

If you’ve struggled to find balance and direction in your overloaded life, 
let Morgan’s system help you discover the freedom of less hustle and more 
harmony.

Take Back Your Time
Morgan Tyree

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Morgan Tyree knows what it’s 
like to have to manage your time 
well. She earned her BS degree  
in business administration with  
an emphasis in small business  
and entrepreneurship from the 
University of Oregon, and has 
worked in the fields of marketing, 
management, and human resourc-
es. She blogs weekly at Morganize 
with Me (www.morganizewithme.com), and  
contributes monthly to the popular blog, Organizing 
Junkie (www.organizingjunkie.com). She and her  
husband, David, have three children and live in  
Fort Collins, Colorado.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Pat Williams is senior vice president 
of the NBA’s Orlando Magic. He has 
more than 50 years of professional 
sports experience, has written more 
than 100 books, including the popular 
Coach Wooden, Coach Wooden’s 
Greatest Secret, and Character Carved 
in Stone. Find out more at www 
.patwilliams.com.
Jim Denney is a writer with more than 
100 books to his credit. His collabora-
tive titles include numerous books with 
Pat Williams. Find out more at www 
.writinginoverdrive.com.

How to Take Back Your  
Life from Busywork!

An Inside Look at Coach Wooden’s 
Six Fundamental Life Lessons

For nearly 20 years, John Wooden ran scores of summer youth basketball 
camps, imparting wisdom and teaching skills to thousands of boys and 

girls between the ages of eight and fifteen. Most would not grow up to play 
professional or even college ball, but all of them found their lives changed 
by their interaction with the greatest coach who ever lived. In those camps, 
Coach Wooden also impacted hundreds of camp counselors and assistant 
coaches. This one-of-a-kind book shares their inspiring stories, highlighting 
six fundamental lessons from Coach Wooden for a life of success and unfor-
gettable impact on others.

Success Is in the Details
Pat Williams with Jim Denney

No matter how much we accomplish in a day, we nearly always feel a little 
guilt over what we didn’t do. Taming Your To-Do List exposes a seismic 

shift in society: from one in which most of us were proactive to one in which 
we carry the burden of having to respond—to every email, text, tweet, and 
message we receive. This creates a cycle where everyone else sets the 
priorities for our days rather than us directing our own lives. The result? We 
procrastinate, putting off the important stuff for later while we tend to the 
“urgent” stuff right now. It’s time to take back your schedule! Ready to tame 
your to-do list? This book shows you how.

Taming Your To-Do List
Glynnis Whitwer

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Glynnis Whitwer, executive director 
of communications for Proverbs 31 
Ministries, is a regular contributor to 
Encouragement for Today, the Proverbs 
31 email devotional. She is the author 
of Doing Busy Better, I Used to Be So 
Organized, When Your Child Hurts, 
and work@home, and the coauthor of 
Everyday Confetti. She blogs regularly 
at www.glynniswhitwer.com.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

H. Norman Wright, DMin, is a grief 
and trauma therapist and a licensed 
marriage, family, and child therapist. He 
has been on the faculty at Biola Univer-
sity and Talbot School of Theology for 
four decades. He has written more than 
80 books, including Experiencing Grief 
and It’s Okay to Be Angry.

Survive the Storms of Life with 
Courage, Faith, and Surprising Joy

Help and Hope for the Hurting from 
a Certified Trauma Specialist

Life is marked by losses, some subtle, some life-changing. Writing from 
his own experience and expertise, certified trauma expert and bestselling 

author H. Norman Wright shows you how to work through loss and come out 
a stronger person on the other side. He tackles tough issues like the meaning 
of grief, blaming God, and learning how to express yourself and share your 
pain in times of loss. Whether you’ve gone through a great tragedy or are just 
trying to deal with the small sorrows in life, this book can help you resist the 
pull toward despair and start on the road back to joy.

Recovering from Losses in Life
H. Norman Wright

So many things have the power to change our lives dramatically—loss, 
fear, betrayal, failure. Though we might feel like giving up when we’re 

beaten down, there is life—abundant, exciting, and fulfilling—if we can 
trust God with this new chapter. After a series of traumatic losses in his own 
life, pastor John Westfall realized that when everything feels like it’s ending, 
sometimes God is starting something new. Through his own dramatic story, 
the stories of others, and wisdom from Scripture, Westfall shares the peace 
of acceptance, the pleasure of release, and the power of risk. 

Starting Again When You  
Feel Like Giving Up
John F. Westfall

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

John F. Westfall is founding 
pastor of Harbor Church in the 
Pacific Northwest. A former radio 
show host, an ordained pastor, an 
adjunct professor at Fuller Theo-
logical Seminary, and a popular 
retreat and conference speaker, 
John is the author of Getting Past 
What You’ll Never Get Over. He 
lives in the Seattle area with his 
wife, Eileen.
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